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THE TIME TRAVELERS



12 things needed for the room
In the Active Citizenship room you need to have the following things:

A small container, box
or bag that can be
locked (it will only

contain a piece of paper
with an QR-code)

1.

5. A rock/metal music
magazine, min. A4 size

6. Four code locks with four
number combinations, in the

colors red, blue, black &
gray/silver (Tip: If it is not

possible to get hold of code
locks in the specific colors, it is

just as easy to paste a piece of a
matching color paper on the

code locks.)

8. A folder to hold all 4
student profiles

3. A bag big enough to hold the
3 pieces of clothes

2. One (black/dark) bag or
backpack large enough to hold

an A4 sized folder and all the rest
of the materials and bags.

7. A UV lamp with 
three batteries. (If your lamp
holds a different amount of
batteries you can adjust the

preparations easily)

11. A uv-pen

10. A multilock 

4. Two different looking bags or
pencil cases big enough to hold

some pieces of paper and an
envelope

12...:  Crafting tools, such as: scissors, pens, papers, laminator, paper clips...

9. Three envelopes, size A5 or bigger

9. Three pieces of 2nd hand clothes: a
Hoodie/Sweatshirt, a T-shirt and

shorts or cut off jeans



After printing all the material, you need to cut them following the instructions on the papers. In case
you work in Swedish & English print them in both languages and laminate them so one side is
English and the other is Swedish.

Step 3

Preparations

Start by printing the materials needed for the room, which can be found in the following link:

         LINK TO MATERIAL

Step 1

Step 2

It is now time to start printing, laminating and preparing certain documents.

After you have printed the document with the politicians (Sanna Marin, Urusla von der
Leyen, Donald Trump, Jarosław Kaczyński), you need to cut out all the papers in the
middle, so each politician is on 1 paper.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_XaWJeiAYDTlcBASwoSSOM52I48iy2tp?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_XaWJeiAYDTlcBASwoSSOM52I48iy2tp?usp=share_link


Now use the UV-Pen to write the following information on the 4 cards:

UV-PEN

Last digit of the year she

took office as city leader

number of

siblings 

Number of moms Month of birth

Last digit of the year

she started studying

First digit of age when

she went into politics

date of birth

month of

diary note

Amount of times he stood

before supreme court

Date of diary

note

number of times winning

the youth prize

world war

Last digit of the year
she took office as city

leader

number of
siblings 

Number of moms Month of birth

Last digit of the year she
started studying

First digit of age
when she went into

politics

date of birth

month of diary
note

Amount of times
he stood before
supreme court

Date of diary
note

number of times
winning the youth prize

world war

This is the text you should write per hand with UV-pen on the papers as shown above:

Sanna: Ursula: Donald: Jaroslav:

After you have written the notes with UV-pen on the papers you will laminate each of them
(english front, swedish back).



Step 4

Print the document with the international NGOs and their Actions and numbers written in
red on them.

Cut them following the dotted lines.

Then laminate them (front English, back Swedish)



Print the document with the QR-code and the notes about fashion. Cut it in 3 pieces, so
that the QR-code can be puzzled together, following these instructions:

Step 5

Then laminate each of them (front English, back Swedish)

Attach the note about the T-
shirt with a paper clip to the
care label of the T-shirt. Do
the same with the
sweater/pullover and shorts.

Prepare the clothes, so that the Hoodie is broken (you can e.g. cut a whole where the
elbow is) and the pants are cut short (if they are not already shorts.)



Now print the page with the old (red) social media feeds, cut them out and laminate them.

Now print the page with the new (blue&green) social media feeds, cut them out and
laminate them.

Step 6
Print the information about how to change your social media feeds on facebook, tiktok

and instagram, cut them and laminate them (English front, Swedish back) 



Now print the 2 pages " my social media bubble" (red), and glue them together on the
marked area using glue stick or transparent tape. The two papers should form one bubble
in the end.

Put one of the new (blue&green) social media feeds each in one envelop. Close the
envelopes but don't seal them/glue them closed. Write "for Ingmar" on all envelopes.

A3 size combined
of two A4 papers

for ingmar for ingmar for ingmar

Now take some re-attachable glue and put the old "red" social media posts on the red "my
social media bubble" on the white areas where they fit.



Step 7

Similar to the previous point you will now print the 4 papers for the "new & bigger social
media bubble" (purple), and glue them together on the marked area using glue stick or
transparent tape. The four papers should form one bubble in the end. you can then fold it
twice to get it to roughly A4 size.

Fold it in the middle to have the graphic and text on one side and the QR code on the
other side. Then Laminate it.

Now print the paper with the "code to open the professor's time portal" and a QR-code
and cut it on the outlines as shown below. 

Code to open theCode to open the
Professor's timeProfessor's time

portalportal

Code to open theCode to open the
Professor's timeProfessor's time

portalportal

Frontside Backside

A2 size combined of four A4 papers



Start by setting the locks to the following number combinations:

Put the piece of paper with "code to open the professor's time portal" into the small box/container or
bag and lock it with the multilock and the 4 locks.

Prepare the room
It is now time to start preparing the room.

Step 1

Step 2

Blue Lock: 2009Red Lock: 2349Gray Lock: 1948 Black Lock: 2030

Step 3
Now we will prepare Alexandra's bag. Take one of the pencil cases/bags and put 1 envelope for
Ingmar, the diary entry, the UV-lamp (without batteries) and the 4 politicians' papers inside.

for ingmar



Step 4
Now we will prepare Lila's bag. Take the other one of the pencil cases/bags and put 1 envelope for
Ingmar, one battery, and the 8 notes about international NGO's and Actions with red numbers inside.

for ingmar

Step 5
Now we will prepare Maya's bag. Take the bag, that is big enough for all the clothes and put 1
envelope for Ingmar, one battery and all three pieces of clothes that have the notes secretly attached
to their care label into it.

for ingmar



Step  6
Now we will prepare Ingmar's bag. Take the metal/rock magazine and hide the 3 information papers
about how to change your social media feeds, as well as the "new&bigger social media bubble"
(purple) in between the pages. Then put the magazine, the "social media bubble" (red) and a battery
inside the big dark bag/backpack.

Step  7
Put all 4 profiles of the students into the folder.



Now the room is ready to be played!

The manual for the game can be found in the following link:

link to Manual

Place the four bags, the folder with the profiles, the locked container with the final code (and a phone
ready to scan QR-codes, in case the players don't use their own) on the table. Now the room is
ready to be played!

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_XaWJeiAYDTlcBASwoSSOM52I48iy2tp?usp=share_link
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